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WHO WE ARE
Reveille Press is an exclusive military history imprint (specialising in works
relating to the Great War) from Tommies Guides Military Book Specialists,
established in support of the Western Front Association, which aims to help
member and non-members see their works published rapidly, efficiently and
cost-effectively through a dedicated and highly competitive enhanced selfpublishing service.
OUR AIMS
Reveille Press strives to:

Enable works of military history by Western Front Association members and
non-members to be published – whether for pleasure, for distribution to family
members, or with aspirations for commercial success
Save authors the high costs associated with ‘vanity’ publishing; the hassle of
conventional ‘self-publishing’; or the time and negative emotions associated
with rejection slips from mainstream publishers

Support the author and Western Front Association through royalty payments to
both parties
OUR FOUNDATIONS
The parent company, Tommies Guides Military Book Specialists, was founded
in 2005 by Ryan Gearing, a member of the Western Front Association, Last Post
Association, Guild of Battlefield Guides and The Royal British Legion.

Ryan’s passion for military history and his experience in the publishing and the
book trade since 1993 has given him a sympathetic approach to both traditional
paper-based publishing and the exciting innovations now possible through
digital, shortrun, print-on-demand and online publishing.
OUR INTERESTS
We will consider works in virtually any genre covering military history with
a primary angle on the Great War (including fiction, non-fiction, poetry and
reference) that are unlikely to attract mainstream publishers – typically because
of the specialist nature of the titles or because an author is (as yet!) unknown.
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WHY PUBLISH YOUR BOOK?
It may be that you see publishing as the last stage in a labour of love, or a creative
process, and that holding the finished copy and/or seeing it available for sale
online is the final achievement.
Some authors publish for posterity, for family history reasons to ‘keep the
memory green’ or just to share their knowledge and experiences.
Others, often academics, want their work published to further their careers.

Many authors believe (some rightly!) they are undiscovered ‘best-sellers’: others
secretly hope that they are.

Whatever your reason, the professionally finished product published via Reveille
Press will be available for purchase or gifts, like any other book in the market.
If you have a particular focus on your title, you may have identified a market or
part of a market with which we can help you. By sharing the information both
ways, we can maximise the return on the investment both financially and in time.
WHAT WE OFFER
OUR SERVICE
Our exclusive service provides a raft of benefits to authors that also impacts
favourably on booksellers and potential buyers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A fixed cost programme, agreed before work starts
Royalty-based returns to the author/s on all trade sales
Quality products that are comparable to those in any bookshop
Typically, a three to four-month start-to-finish cycle of book production
Global distribution channels that include all major UK High Street chains
such as Waterstones and WH Smith, and online retailers such as Amazon
Review copies automatically sent to specialist and niche-market
publications
Reviews on the WFA website and association publications
Dedicated website presence which enables titles to be ordered from all
over the world
A unique brand identity which supports the WFA
A streamlined and well thought-out production system that ensures your
book will always be available in traditional paper format, as well as ebook
versions

Options for projects beyond the scope of the standard service which, depending
on individual requirements, may include:
•
•
•
•
•

initial critique/overview of work to guide authors
copy-typing
editing/copy-editing
proofreading
indexing

AUTHORS’ RIGHTS AND BENEFITS
By working with Reveille Press you:
•
•
•
•
•

Retain all rights to your work
Order copies as and when you want them, at trade discounts (50% off
RRP)
Know your work is the sole genre of the publisher
Receive royalties on all trade book sales
Help support the Western Front Association

WHY CHOOSE REVEILLE PRESS?
AN IDEAL SOLUTION
For many people, publishing a book means the traditional model but in the
modern world this has many disadvantages to the niche or first-time author.
Reveille Press provides the ideal solution.
MAINSTREAM PUBLISHERS & NICHE & FIRST-TIME AUTHORS
The traditional publishing model typically involves a mainstream publisher
accepting or commissioning a book for publication. The author may receive an
advance and further royalties for each book sold. Traditionally the publishers
take a risk on the number of books to produce. If they get it wrong they can be
left out of pocket, with many thousands unsold – or having to reprint in a hurry
to fulfil unexpected demand, leading to delays at the sales points.

With such high risks and overheads, publishers need to get higher returns for
their investments, so books generally have to be considered to have mass market
potential. They will try to minimise their financial risks by looking for proven
track-records or sales potential: for example using celebrity status.
For new or niche-market authors, accessing the market via traditional means
can be extremely difficult, time-consuming and dispiriting – and may be totally
unrelated to the author’s talent or the importance of the material.
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Even obtaining an agent is hard: many publishers will not consider work unless
submitted by an agent and many agents will not consider representing an
unpublished author. Catch 22!
Custom-made for niche and first-time authors

We offer a refreshing, modern approach to publishing your book, while making
it available through all the traditional and global distribution networks. By using
short-run and print-on-demand models, but maintaining a minimum stock level,
we ensure the following benefits to authors, distributors and booksellers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No requirement to commit to buy a specific quantity of a title
No unnecessary risk of being left with unsold stock
Books available in hardback or paperback, sometimes both
Short-run and print-on-demand models ensure your book is always
available - we never go ‘out of print’
Maintaining minimum stock levels means no delay on meeting orders*
Typically, books will be available within 24 hours to any bookshop in the UK
and 72 hours in Europe
World-wide readership can be reached at all times through our distribution
partners

* Many ‘on-demand’ based publishing operations and those promoting
self-publishing do not offer this facility and you will often see titles flagged
‘manufactured on demand’ or ‘usually despatched in 1–2 weeks’, which
fundamentally affects sales potential and hampers booksellers in ordering titles.
As a professional publisher, our service automatically includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allocation of ISBN and barcode
Submission to all UK Legal deposit libraries
Registration with Nielsen BookData, the UK bibliographic database
Submission to major trade outlets
Submission and guaranteed stock holding via distribution network
Review copies sent to specialist and niche-market publications

All titles published by Reveille Press benefit from complete book-trade data
submission and distribution ensuring your book is available from any UK or
Internet bookseller at any time.
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SALES, DISTRIBUTION & MARKETING
WILL MY BOOK REACH ITS TARGET READERSHIP?
Our parent company, Tommies Guides, as both established bookseller and
publisher is dedicated to the military genre and helps authors reach like-minded
individuals, specialist outlets and museums all over the world.
SALES & DISTRIBUTION NETWORK?
We supply specialist retailers, museums and organisations with whom we enjoy
good relationships, such as the Imperial War Museum, National Army Museum,
The National Archives or dedicated overseas outlets on the Western Front such
as the Memorial Museum Passchendaele and In Flanders Fields Museum on the
Ypres Salient, or on the Somme at the Historial de la Grande Guerre, Péronne and
Thiepval Visitor Centre.
Review copies are automatically sent to specialist and niche-market publications
and websites.
As an independent publishing company, we handle our sales and marketing on
a title by title basis and our independent sales force represents us within the UK
trade, maximising the exposure for all titles.

Our distribution network utilises state-of-the-art print facilities in the UK
and US combined with the UK’s largest wholesaler who has reciprocal supply
arrangements with European and International wholesale operations. As of
2014 we are setting up additional print and distribution arrangements for the
US and Australasian markets. Our supply chain partners fulfil these orders to
independent, specialist and chain retailers such as Waterstones and WH Smith.

We are registered as an independent publisher with Waterstones so any store
is able to order your product if not already in stock. The same supply chain
also fulfils on behalf of all the major online retailers including orders placed via
Amazon.
WILL MY BOOK SELL?
No publisher, mainstream, vanity or fee-based can guarantee your book will sell.
Of the many thousands published every year in the UK, only a small percentage
makes any ‘real’ money for the publisher and author.
Reveille Press will however ensure a complete focus on your product, with
targeted marketing and publicity including appropriate Western Front
Association coverage combining peer reviews and publicity that will help get
your book exposure to the right people in the right places at the right times.
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MAKING YOUR BOOK STAND OUT
For many people, publishing a book marks the end of an ambition. For others it
is a desire to maximise sales, and to achieve this, a marketing and promotional
effort will be required.

In 2010, more than 151,969 books were published, an increase of over 14% on
the previous year’s total of 133,224. The new book production figures have also
increased the overall number of bibliographic records held by Nielsen BookData
to 15m globally and over 6.0m for UK and Ireland.
(Source: Nielsen BookData January 2011).
What we do not know is how many of these (and those from previous years)
sold more than 52 copies over a 52-week period. Consequently with more
books being published all the time, all vying for space or virtual space on
retailers’ shelves, the market is sometimes very daunting for new authors. Titles
published via the traditional mainstream publishing model will incur significant
expenditure but the publisher will hope to secure profits with high volumes of
sales via high street retailers.

For many books the realistic market is likely to be more specialised. At Reveille
Press, we deal only in military history and have access to a wide range of dedicated
museums and organisations in the UK and overseas, which may be potentially
interested in selling your book. We actively promote our titles to these outlets
in addition to press releases and issuing Advance Information sheets to the
traditional book trade and ensure product information and availability via our
distribution partners.
Review copies and/or press releases of all titles are sent to major military,
regimental and other relevant organisations and publications in addition to
promotion and peer review via the WFA. For example we always include some, if
not all, of the following magazines / journals & media:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Soldier
RAF News
Navy News
Britain At War
Military History Monthly
Family Tree
Your Family History
Guild of Battlefield Guides journal and website
Friends of the Imperial War Museum
National Army Museum Friends
England’s Standard – The Royal Society of St. George
Best of British
FlyPast
Skirmish
Great War Forum and Army Rumour Service website (ARRSE)

The innovative model that our publishing service offers, provides authors with
a realistic, professional solution which targets dedicated outlets on their behalf.
This can prove successful with sales volumes much lower than those required by
typical mainstream operations.
SELF-HELP IN MARKETING
If you have any special connections with museums, organisations or Regimental
Associations, we would like to hear about it as part of your project proposal as it
will help us plan any extended promotional activity. Accordingly, we recommend
our authors also adopt a focussed approach to their own promotional efforts.
The more information you can supply us with on the author questionnaire the
more detail we can pass on to potential sales outlets.

Please advise us if you have any contacts with local history societies, bookshops,
radio or press so we may consider this for inclusion in the initial marketing
campaign. If you are available for interview or a book-signing this can also be
useful in promoting to potential outlets or review bodies. We also recommend
contacting your local library, which may run or host writers’ or readers’ groups.

Many regional bookshops and media are only too pleased to hear from local
authors about their projects, so do bear this in mind. You are able to order copies
from us for any events you may arrange and this can help with any financial
return you may be looking to gain. In our experience, those authors who are
most active in promoting and selling their book are also the ones who are most
successful.
THE PUBLISHING PROCESS
TIMELINE TO PUBLICATION DATE
Typically, within three to four months from beginning to end, your book will be
available for purchase by the consumer, through the following steps:
The author
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selects Reveille Press service
Completes an author questionnaire
Submits manuscript, typescript or digital file
Decides if any options are required
Helps define format and approves layout
Works with the publishing team to complete the finished product
Approves final proofs and book jacket
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The publisher
•
•

Prints the book
Activates promotion and distribution to maximise book sales potential

THE FINISHED PRODUCT

Quality is vital to us and all titles are produced to professional industry standards
by our print partners, who work with all the main publishing houses.

Page layout, font selection and jacket design are selected to enhance the
presentation of your content and each title is developed on a bespoke basis,
rather than from a series of templates.

All our books are printed on quality paper which comes from well-managed
forests. All covers are produced in full colour, often benefiting from a gloss or
matt laminate.
ILLUSTRATIONS, GRAPHICS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

Most of the material submitted to us is black-and-white, including photographs,
tables, maps, graphics or other illustrations. We can accept colour, but as part of
our standard service would normally convert to black-and-white or greyscale
for reproduction.
If you wish to have colour included inside your book we would be pleased to
discuss this separately as part of the pre-production process.
HARDBACK AND PAPERBACK FORMATS

Our default size for WFA members using Reveille Press services is 152x229mm
or approx 6x9 inches, which suits the majority of our authors, but for some titles
we can offer larger sizes of 170x245mm or 210x297 (A4). There are also options
for hardback or a simultaneous hardback and paperback editions.
AUTHOR DISCOUNTS

After publication, as a WFA member author you are free to order further copies
of your book to sell or distribute to friends, colleagues etc., as you wish.

All books are available at our generous trade terms of 50% off the recommended
retail price (RRP). For example, a book with RRP of £12.99 will cost £6.49.
Naturally, no royalties are paid on titles purchased directly by authors.
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ROYALTIES AND SUPPORTING THE WFA
Through Reveille Press we offer a preferential rate of publishing (see pricing)
for WFA members where the fee covers the lowest cost to bring your book
professionally to market. This is not subsidised by the WFA but is done as a
group benefit to encourage, develop and increase the awareness of the Great
War content to as wide an audience as possible and of course to share members
works within the WFA community.
Our royalty rates are then shared between the author and the Western Front
Association based on an equal share of 60% of the net profit per book. This as
an average value works out to between 50p and £1 per book (dependent on the
RRP). Alternatively our service is offered to non-members at full price.

We issue a royalty statement once per annum, in March for preceding calendar
year sales January to December. This is calculated from book trade sales i.e.
those sold via our retail and distributor channels. Naturally, no royalties are paid
on books purchased directly by the author for their own use / sales.
Please note that due to Data Protection legislation we only have information
relating to total sales, and not individual retail outlets or consumer purchases.
THE FULL SERVICE
REVEILLE PRESS AUTHOR SERVICES
Reveille Press has developed a simple publishing solution, available to members
and non-members alike, which means you do not need to worry about any aspect
of the production or service. You will find our service and pricing amongst the
most comprehensive and competitive in the marketplace today, whilst being the
leading genre-specific imprints.
“Authors benefit from association with the WFA and a specialist publisher in
the field, avoid many of the costs associated with vanity publishing and are
guaranteed never to be left with boxes of unsold copies. Reveille Press, through
Tommies Guides, has the resources to enable distribution through major UK
outlets, the internet and across the world.”
Bruce Simpson, WFA National Chairman
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SERVICE SUMMARY
Our all-inclusive service for paperback editions includes:
Production & Delivery
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paperback 152x229mm (other sizes on request)
Professional page layout (standard fee covers page layout up to 256 pages additional pages are available. Max page extent 886)
Full colour bespoke jacket design (front and back)
Unlimited inclusion of integrated graphics, photographs, illustrations
within standard paper (plate sections / colour on request)
Allocation of ISBN & barcode
Two rounds of electronic PDF page proofs for authors corrections (more
available)
One finished (advanced copy) book proof for sign-off
Five finished copies
60% net royalty payment (shared between author and WFA)
All titles are also converted to E-book (dual format for iPad / Kindle etc)

Sales & Marketing
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Advance Information (AI) or Publisher’s Information sheet. Information
about your book, your biography, ordering & key sales details which you
may also use to publicise your book
Submission to UK Legal deposit libraries
Submission to Nielsen BookData the UK bibliographic database
Submission to Bowker UK and, via them, US bibliographic databases
Submission to major trade outlets
From the information in your questionnaire, we create a unique press
release for every book crafted to the particular angle best suited to promote
your book in your region, nationally, or further afield. After approval by you,
the press release will be sent to appropriate media contacts. Any requests
for interviews will be collated and passed to you and requests for review
copies are handled by Reveille Press
Targeted mailing based on topic / genre and from the questionnaire
information
News & Social Media - Facebook and Twitter announcements about you and
your book, and information in our eNewsletter.
Review copies automatically sent to specialist and niche-market
publications
Reviews via the Western Front Association website and publications
included
Submission to Amazon “Look Inside” programme
Book trade fulfilment. Stock holding of every book via our UK distribution
partners

Project Management
Your entire book project is overseen by an experienced professional to ensure all
elements of production are kept on schedule and are performed to the highest
industry standards.
WFA MEMBERS OFFER
All this is made available to members at a reduced one-off payment of £895.00,
payable when you commission our services and arranged after discussion of
your detailed requirements and needs. We also recognise that some people may
wish to enhance their product and the options listed on Pricing & Options page
are available.
NON-MEMBERS OFFER
For authors who are not or do not wish to become members of the WFA we are
happy to offer the same high level of service, but of course this does not come
with the benefit of a membership discount. For continuity of quality, all elements
remain the same as above, but the following are included as standard:
•
•
•
•

Editorial Critique
Proof-read and copy edited manuscript (substantive edit optional)
Extra 15 copies (total 20)
No extra charges for change of layout format or number of pages

The service is made available to non-members at a one-off payment of £1895.00,
payable when you commission our services and arranged after discussion of
your detailed requirements and needs. We also recognise that some people may
wish to enhance their product and the options listed on Pricing & Options page
are available.
Because each book project is treated individually, the majority of these services
are quoted for on a title by title basis. When you are deciding how to publish your
work we are happy to discuss with you any possibility of these options.
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PRICING & OPTIONS

Item

Description

Finished Copies

A number of finished copies
are provided to complete the
service. Further copies are
available at 50% of RRP

Set Up

Alternative Size

Alternative Format
Dual Format

Additional Pages
Plate Sections
or colour
photographs

Colour Photography
Illustrations

Map Drawing

Image Scanning or
Photography
Copy-typing /
Transcribing
12

WFA

NON

MEMBER

MEMBER

5 copies

20 copies

170x245 / 210x270 / 210x297

£80

included

Option to have simultaneous
availability of paperback/
hardback formats (includes
allocation of 2 ISBNs)

£80

£80

£0.50 per
page

included

Service set-up and publishing
service fee

Change from softback
(Paperback) to squareback or
rounded back format (Hardback)

Charge for page layout for titles
over 256 pages
Art paper sections within the
book containing either blackand-white

£895

£30

on application

on
application

Illustrator for commissions for
content or jacket designs

on
application

Colour photographs or
illustrations can be included in
any project
Bespoke map drawing service

Original photographs or
documents can be digitised for
inclusion in your book if you are
unable to provide these yourself
For non-digital submissions

£1895

included

on
application

on
application

£30-£60
per map

£30-£60
per map

on
application

£2.00 per
image

£2.00 per
image

£10 per
1000 words

£10 per
1000 words

PRICING & OPTIONS

Item

Description

Proofreading

Minor errors are corrected.
Minor errors include: errors of
grammar and style (e.g., verb
tense, units such as ml, use of
numerals and words such as “5”
or “five”) errors of capitalization,
punctuation (e.g., the use of
commas, semicolons, colons,
periods, dashes, apostrophes)
errors of spelling and word
usage (e.g., to/too, affect/effect)

Editorial Critique

Copy Edit

Initial editorial critique/
overview, which may help refine
or shape your work prior to final
submission

The editor corrects problems
of grammar, style, repetition,
word usage, and jargon while
preserving your meaning and
voice. They may rewrite tangled
sentences or suggest alternative
wordings. They can ensure that
your text conforms to a certain
style; if your project includes
elements such as captions,
tables, or footnotes, they can
check those against the text.

WFA
MEMBER

NON
MEMBER

£5 per
1000 words

Included

£7 per
1000 words

Included

£100

£100

PRICING & OPTIONS

Item

Description

Indexing

Created from final page layout

Substantive Edit

Paper Page Proofs
Additional
Corrections

Marketing Materials

Bespoke Website
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WFA
MEMBER

NON
MEMBER

As above but the document
is evaluated as a whole
and problems of structure,
organization, coherence, and
logical consistency are corrected.
This process is done once you
have a full text. They will help
you get it into its final form,
which may involve reordering
or rewriting segments of it to
improve readability, clarity, or
accuracy. Sentences may be
removed or added. Paragraphs
may be rewritten, condensed,
or expanded. Blocks of text may
be moved from one section to
another.

£10 per
1000 words

£10 per
1000 words

A4 Paper Page Proofs

£2.50 per
page

£25 per set

£2.50 per
page

£25 per set

We can design and print
promotional items such as
book marks, flyers, posters and
postcards

on
application

on
application

on
application

on
application

Two rounds of authors
corrections are included. Further
corrections chargeable

We can provide a bespoke
website to promote your book
with an e-commerce facility if
desired

£50 per
round

£50 per
round

SUBMISSIONS
You can download our New Title and Author Questionnaire, Technical Guidelines
and Illustration Contents Sheet from the resources section on our website, www.
reveillepress.com or contact us direct to receive a copy in order to complete this
process.
SUBMISSIONS, TERMS & NEXT STEPS
You can download our New Title and Author Questionnaire, Technical Guidelines
and Illustration Contents Sheet from the resources section on our website, or
contact us direct to receive a copy in order to complete this process.
Manuscripts should normally be submitted in digital format on CD Rom, DVD or
USB Flash Drive or via email to books@reveillepress.com.

If you are unable to send electronic copy, we can accept other formats including
typed work. For full details please see Technical Guidelines. For further advice
please contact us at via email at: books@reveillepress.com or call the Tommies
Guides main office T: +44 (0)845 475 1945 or Fax: +44 (0)870 622 1918.
If you want to include images in the body of your book please remember these
can normally be reproduced only in black-and-white. When preparing your
digital text, ideally you should NOT embed or paste the images into the actual
text of the document. However, you do need to indicate where the image should
go in the document and you should do this by inserting a marker enclosed by
angle brackets < > with a blank line above and below, as follows:
<image1.jpg >
‘caption’

If you require a caption, this should be included in the text of your manuscript
immediately following the image marker. We also suggest completing the
Illustration Contents Sheet to accompany any images, illustrations or maps.

If the images are embedded, please ensure we also have a complete copy of all
the images supplied separately. For further guidance on using and preparing
images, please refer to our Technical Guidelines available on our website.
BIOGRAPHY, SYNOPSIS & REVIEWS
In completing the New Title and Author Questionnaire, it is important to consider
what information you will include on the back cover of your book. It is desirable
to include a brief summary of the book, which should not exceed 300 words.
Reviews of your work can also be put on the cover and should include the credit.
The back cover can also include a photograph and brief biography of the author:
ideally, the biography should be about 70 words.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
Reveille Press cannot publish work that infringes another person’s legal rights.

It is the author’s responsibility to ensure that all permissions for material or
graphics have been granted or obtained. We reserve the right to decline to
publish work that we consider of inappropriate quality.
COPYRIGHT & PERMISSIONS
If you are using material from another published source in your book, you must
have obtained permission in writing from the copyright holder: the publisher
or Society of Authors may be able to help you research this. Do keep a record
of all correspondence, as proof that attempts to obtain permissions have been
made.
Different rules apply to prose extracts compared to that of poetry, illustrations,
works of art and photography.
Prose Extracts
•
Prose extracts require permission when being reproduced for:
•
A single extract of more than 400 words
•
A series of extracts, over 800 words, from a single publication
•
A single extract, or a series of extracts, that totals more than one-quarter or
more of an original work

Poetry
•
Fair dealing regarding poetry differs to prose regulations. Small extracts
from poems may be used “for the purposes of criticism and review”
•
Limits on the amount of poetry you can freely quote do exist. The number
of lines you can quote is determined by the length of the poem – you can
quote no more than a quarter of its entire length. For a poem of 80 lines,
for example, 20 lines can be used in your book. There is an upper limit of
40 lines
•
The 1988 Copyright Act (UK) declares that permission must be sought
when a “substantial” amount of material is used. “Substantial” can also
relate to the recognizability of the author as well as the length of the extract
Illustrations, Works of Art and Photography
•
Even if permission is obtained to use an article or a chapter from an
anthology, that permission will not include what is termed “third-party”
copyright material, such as illustrations or tables and figures. Such material
copyright must be separately requested
•
In order to reproduce a work of art, you will need to find a source photograph
of that particular work. For paintings, you will need to find out who owns
the copyright, so that you can apply for permission from the correct source
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•
•

A reproduction fee may have to be paid to the owner plus a copyright fee to
the artist. Do keep in mind the costs involved in reproducing artwork
For photography, please apply to the publisher or photographer for any
material copyright

REASONABLE EFFORT
If you are unable to contact the copyright owner but a substantial effort has
been made on your part to locate the owner, then you may still be able use the
copyright work as intended.

The law recognises that some copyright owners may be extremely difficult to
locate, which would be unfair to individuals wishing to use the copyright work.
Thus the law states that if a user is unable to locate the copyright owner, as long
as a user has put in ‘reasonable effort’ to trace the owner, then the copyright
material may be used.
A suggested paragraph for inclusion follows:
“Every effort has been made by the author to trace copyright holders and
to obtain their permission for the use of copyright material. The publisher
apologises for any errors or omissions in the above list and would be
grateful if notified of any corrections that should be incorporated in future
reprints or editions of this book.”
SOME USEFUL WEBSITES:
•
DACS (Design and Artists Copyright Society) - www.dacs.org.uk
•
Society of Authors - www.societyofauthors.org
•
The Poetry Society - www.poetrysociety.org.uk
•
Authors’ Licensing and Collecting Society - www.alcs.co.uk
YOUR NEXT STEPS
Download the New Title and Author Questionnaire, Technical Guidelines
and Illustration Form from the resources section available on our website, or
contact us to receive a copy in order to begin the publishing process. We look
forward to working with you!
For more information on this service please use the contact details below.
Web:
Email:
Telephone:
Facsimile:

www.reveillepress.com
books@reveillepress.com
+44 (0)845 475 1945
+44 (0)870 622 1918
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Reveille Press is a dedicated military history publishing
service designed to help promote interest in the
Great War of 1914-1918 by supporting the Western
Front Association, the UK’s leading educational and
research charity dealing with all aspects of the First
World War.

We believe there is a huge amount of worthy
material that remains undiscovered and therefore
unpublished (especially) between members of the
Association.

Now, for the first time, authors whose work may not
attract mainstream publishing houses can gain costeffective access to professional publishing services
marketed at their genre. By assisting members
and non-members to publish their works, from an
almost unlimited range of topics; from war diaries
to weapons, battles to biplanes and home front to
Western Front, this will help perpetuate the memory,
courage and comradeship of all those on all sides
who served their countries during the Great War.
Web:
Email:
Telephone:
Facsimile:

Tommies Guides

Contact
www.reveillepress.com
books@reveillepress.com
+44 (0)845 475 1945
+44 (0)870 622 1918
Reveille Press
c/o Tommies Guides Ltd
Unit 2, 44a Dudley Road
Eastbourne, East Sussex
BN22 8HE
Reveille
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Guidebooks, Maps, DVDs, Media and more
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